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of more than one-third of the ships l ; in the latter capacity
they were buyers of coal on their own account.   The strength
of their position lay in their control of lighters, barges and
other craft for carrying coal along the River Thames.   Then-
status as an incorporated body 2 conferred on them exclusive
privileges, which they used to prevent other persons from
employing their own boats on the river for carrying coal.
They numbered in 1729 about eight hundred 3, but those
among them who dealt in coal were few and wealthy.   Two
or three lightermen were said to dispose annually of 30,000
chaldrons of coal apiece, and eight or nine others averaged
each 20,000 chaldrons.   These figures bear out the statement
that they had engrossed the trade to such an extent that half
the coal imported into London—the total quantity averaged
400,000 chaldrons a year—was bought up by a dozen lighter-
men ; and the remaining half was accounted for by two score
lightermen4,   The fact that the large coal dealers were few
in number enabled them to act in concert : they were accus-
tomed to meet and set their own price on coal:  and it was
declared to be a crime for a master of a ship to ask a price 5.
The lightermen generally bought the coal ' upon honour %
and would " then pay the masters what they please for
them ".    The shipmasters were compelled to deliver their
coal before a price had been agreed upon, " by reason it is
in the power of such lightermen to prefer one ship before
another " 6.   One circumstance indicates the degree of per-
fection which the organization of the coal market in the early
eighteenth century had attained.    The lightermen had a
system of intelligence by which they knew whether supplies
at Newcastle were abundant or scarce, and whether a coal
fleet was at sea or held back by contrary winds;   and this
knowledge they used to " raise and fall the price of coals as
best suits their interest" 7.    An Act of Parliament (1730)
sought to break down the monopoly of the lightermen by
permitting coal-dealers to use their own boats on the river,
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